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Phalaenopsis sp.
Come see this and many other
beautiful orchids in our newest
orchid exhibit: Orchid Odyssey
in the Simons Rainforest.
Photo by Kenneth Setzer/FTBG
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The Strange Life of the

STRANGLER FIG
From canopy dweller to massive tree,
with a reproductive cycle reliant on
both male and female wasps
Text and photos by Kenneth Setzer

S

omewhere, right now, a bird—maybe the ubiquitous
IK?GEJC>EN@KN>HQAF=U KN=SDEPA?NKSJA@LECAKJ
EOLA?GEJC=P=OI=HHBNQEPEJHEAQKBEPOB=RKNA@OI=HH
vertebrates, deciding if it’s one of the many it considers
edible. It swallows the fruit nearly whole, all in a split second.
It’s a common occurrence, but also the beginning of a dramatic
lifecycle happening all around us.

The fruit—really a false fruit called a syconium—is that of the
#HKNE@=OPN=JCHANłC Ficus aurea. Ficus pollination involves a
complex, perfectly timed and coordinated mutualism between
PDAPNAA=J@=S=OLĠIKNAKJPDAS=OLH=PAN ,QNłCA=PEJC
bird must eventually deposit the remains of its meal, quite
LKOOE>HUKJ=PNAAHEI>+KSOQNNKQJ@A@>U=L=?GAPKBOPE?GU
fertilizer, a Ficus seed that managed to survive avian digestion
might germinate high up in the tree canopy. As the rain and sun
signal the seed to grow, it sends out aerial roots to adhere to its
supporting limb and embryonic leaves to begin photosynthesis;
its life as an epiphyte has begun.
0PN=JCHANłC=?PQ=HHUNABANOPKI=JUOLA?EAOKBFicus, which
all may start out life this way—though many can germinate
terrestrially and grow as freestanding trees. Those beginning
as epiphytes use a tree for support, but do not directly draw
JQPNEAJPOHEGA=L=N=OEPAOPDA=ANE=HNKKPONA=?DBKNPDACNKQJ@ 
PDAHA=RAOP=GA=@R=JP=CAKB=??AOOPKOQJHECDP=R=EH=>HABNKI
the Ficus’s advantageous perch on high—an adaptation for
gaining a foothold in a crowded, light-deprived forest, while
OEIQHP=JAKQOHU=RKE@EJCŃKK@O=J@CNKQJ@@SAHHEJCDAN>ERKNAO
When those same roots reach soil, they begin to penetrate it. The
strangler is now a hemiepiphyte (having spent part of its lifecycle
as an epiphyte). With resources from the soil now available, the
OPN=JCHANłCNA=HHU>ACEJOPKCNKS
)EREJCQLPKEPOJ=IA PDAOPN=JCHANłCAI>N=?AOEPODKOPEJ
SD=P>A?KIAO=H=PPE?ASKNGLNEOKJKBSKK@ĢPDAKNECEJ=HDKOP
tree now begins to suffer. The strangler is competing with
it for precious sunlight, and with access to the ground, it’s
competing for groundwater and soil nutrients, too. The strangler
łCO=ANE=HNKKPOBQOAPKCAPDAN=J@łHHEJPKBKNI=NA=OKBOKHE@
wood covering over the host, severely restricting its outward,
secondary growth.
As in most aspects of the strangler’s life, reproduction, too, is
unusual. Its syconium is a hollow ball containing hundreds
KB?HQOPANA@ŃKSANOKJPDAEJOE@A&PEOPDAL=NPSANA?KCJEVA
=O=łC"=?DFicusOLA?EAOD=O=OLA?Eł?łCS=OLIQPQ=HEOPEP
NAMQENAOBKNLKHHEJ=PEKJ SEPDPDAS=OLEJPQNJJAA@EJCPDAłC
for its own reproductive cycle. A female wasp loaded with Ficus
pollen enters the syconium through a tiny opening, the ostiole.
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Ficus subcordata
at Fairchild. Plot 28.
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The Ficus OU?KJEQI?KJP=EJO>KPDI=HA=J@BAI=HAŃKSANO >QP
=PPDEOOP=CA KJHUPDABAI=HAŃKSANO=NAI=PQNA=J@NA?ALPERA
&JOE@A PDAS=OLH=UODANACCOKJBAI=HAŃKSANO OEIQHP=JAKQOHU
OLNA=@EJCPDALKHHAJ1DAŃKSANO?KJP=EJEJCACCO@ARAHKL=C=HH 
thus enclosing a young wasp within.
*A=JSDEHA PDAJKSLKHHEJ=PA@ŃKSANO=NABANPEHA=J@I=U
LNK@Q?AOAA@O*=HAS=OLOI=PQNABNKIACCOłNOP =J@=NAPDA
łNOPPKAIANCABNKIPDAENC=HHO1DAUOA=N?DBKNBAI=HAOSEPDEJ
the syconium to mate with, which they do before the females
even emerge from their respective gall.
By the time the female wasps have mated and are ready to emerge
BNKIPDAENC=HHO PDAI=HAłCŃKSANOD=RAI=PQNA@+KS?KRANA@
EJLKHHAJBNKIPDAI=HAŃKSANO PDABAI=HAS=OLO?=JAIANCAEJPK
PDAKQPOE@ASKNH@PKłJ@=JASOU?KJEQI=J@>ACEJPDALNK?AOO
again, in an amazing orchestration of perfectly timed events.
This synchrony is indeed amazing, but equally so is the
asynchronous fruiting within a community of Ficus trees. If all
trees of a given species produced syconia simultaneously, the
łCS=OLSKQH@D=RAJKSDANAPKH=UDANACCO=BPANATEPEJCDAN
natal syconium. By staggering the production of syconia, the
FicusPNAAOAJOQNAPDEOSEHHJKPD=LLAJ1DEO=HOKIA=JOłCO=NA
available nearly year round for the creatures that depend on
PDAI HEGAJKJLKHHEJ=PEJCS=OLO łCA=PEJCI=II=HO=J@>EN@O
HEGAPDAKJAPD=P>AC=JKQNOPKNU
There are between 750 and 850 Ficus species in the world.
Such numbers mean they are nothing if not adaptable—they
=NAGJKSJPKHERA=OALELDUPAO DAIEALELDUPAO SKK@UREJAO 
shrubs and often as enormous trees throughout tropical and
subtropical environments. The massive banyan tree—Ficus
benghalensis SEPDEPO>QPPNAOOA@PNQJG=J@OQLLKNPEJCNKKPO ?=J
grow to form a forest of its own creation; the Great Banyan Tree
EJ(KHG=P= &J@E= ?KRANO=>KQPBKQN=?NAO HKOANPKDKIAEOPDA
largest banyan in the United States, in Lahaina, Maui, Hawaii—
under whose shade I once had the pleasure of watching the
construction of Polynesian canoes.
Fairchild alone has 33 different Ficus entries in our living
?=P=HKCJ@FQOP=BASIEHAOOKQPD EJEHH0=@KSOGE-=NG EOPDA
+=PEKJ=H D=ILEKJOPN=JCHANłC =Ficus aurea that, at its last
measurement in early 2014, reached 69 feet tall with a crown
spread of 72 feet. Its original host, if the strangler began as an
epiphyte, is long, long gone.

LEFT
The enormous Ficus aurea National
D=ILEKJOPN=JCHANłC H=OPIA=OQNA@=P
69 feet tall with a 72-foot crown spread.
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